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We experimentally study the morphology of a radially expanding sheet of liquid tin, formed by
nanosecond-pulse Nd:YAG laser impact on a spherical microdroplet. Speciﬁcally, the sheet thickness
proﬁle and its time evolution are captured in detail over a range of laser-pulse energies and for two droplet
sizes. Two complementary methods to determine this thickness are employed and shown to be in excellent
agreement. All obtained thickness proﬁles collapse onto a single self-similar curve. Spatial integration of
the thickness proﬁles allows us to determine the volume of the sheet. Remarkably, less than half of the
initial amount of tin remains in the sheet under conditions relevant for industrial sources of extreme ultraviolet light, where these thin tin sheets serve as target material. Further analysis shows that the dominant
fraction of the mass lost from the sheet during its expansion ends up as ﬁne fragments. We propose that
such mass loss can be minimized by producing the sheet targets on the shortest possible time scale. These
ﬁndings may be particularly valuable for ongoing developments in state-of-the-art nanolithography.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevApplied.13.024035

I. INTRODUCTION
Tin microdroplets serve as mass-limited targets for highenergy lasers to produce a hot and dense plasma that
emits extreme ultraviolet (EUV) light for state-of-the-art
nanolithography [1–7]. The generation of EUV light is a
two-step process, in which a ﬁrst laser prepulse deforms
the tin droplet into a liquid sheet that is suited to serving as a target for a second, more energetic main laser
pulse that produces the EUV light. A detailed understanding of the prepulse-induced deformation is required to
optimally produce EUV light with a minimal production
of microparticulate “debris.” Such debris could limit the
lifetime of nearby light-collection optics [4,6–9]. Several
recent studies have provided insight into the response of
a tin microdroplet to a nanosecond laser pulse in which
the propulsion [10,11] accompanies a deformation [10–
14] of the droplet into a thin sheet. The eventual breakup
and fragmentation of the sheet into much smaller droplets
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has also been studied [9,15]. The thickness evolution of
expanding sheets formed by the impact of millimetersized water drops onto a pillar has been investigated
in Refs. [16,17]. Droplet deformation and fragmentation
upon impact, be it onto a solid substrate or by a laser pulse,
is a topic of particular current interest in ﬁelds ranging
from epidemiology, governing the transport of pathogens
from sneezes and coughs [17,18], through sprays relevant
in, e.g., agriculture [18,19], to state-of-the-art nanolithography [7,10–14]. Knowledge of the thickness proﬁle of
the thin liquid sheet formed upon impact is crucial for
understanding the deformation and complex fragmentation processes involved. However, to date no experimental
data are available on the thickness proﬁle of the stretching
nanometric liquid metal sheet formed after laser impact.
Several theoretical models have been suggested [13,17,20]
and applied to tin microdroplets [15] but it has not yet been
possible to draw any clear conclusions regarding the thickness proﬁle. Obtaining such information would enable us
to estimate how much tin mass is actually retained in the
expanding target sheet when it is hit by the main laser pulse
in plasma sources of EUV light.
In this work, two complementary methods for determining the sheet thickness proﬁle of laser-impacted tin
microdroplets are introduced, compared, and applied
under industrially relevant conditions. First, the ﬁnite
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transmissivity of the several-tens-of-nanometers-thick
stretched liquid-metal sheet is recorded. As the optical
constants of tin are well known [21], the transmissivity
can be converted to a local thickness h(r) as a function
of the radial coordinate r, assuming cylindrical symmetry. Second, the Taylor-Culick opening speeds [22] of
spontaneously formed holes in the stretching sheet are
experimentally measured, which again allows us to obtain
h(r). Next, we employ an existing self-similar model [17]
of the sheet-thickness evolution and ﬁnd good agreement
between this model and our experiments. Finally, we use
the measurement data to determine the fraction of the volume—or, equivalently, mass—that is retained in the target
at times relevant for main laser-pulse impact. Channels for
mass loss from the sheet are subsequently identiﬁed and
quantiﬁed using existing models [18,20].

II. EXPERIMENTS AND METHODS
Our experimental setup is described in detail in Ref.
[10]. The most important aspects and relevant upgrades
are discussed here. A tin reservoir is situated on top of
a vacuum chamber (10−7 mbar) and is kept at a constant temperature of 260 ◦ C. From the reservoir, a nozzle
produces a multikilohertz droplet train of 99.995%-purity
tin (with liquid density ρ = 7.0 g/cm3 and surface tension σ = 0.54 N/m) that goes through the center of the
chamber. The microdroplets relax to a spherical shape
with a diameter set to be either D0 = 32 or 26 μm before
passing through a horizontal light sheet produced from a
helium-neon laser. The resulting scattered light is detected
by a photomultiplier tube, the signal from which is frequency down-converted to 10 Hz to enable triggering of
the Nd:YAG laser system. This laser system produces
pulses at a wavelength of 1064 nm and for a time duration of 10 ns at full width at half maximum (FWHM).
The beam is focused to a Gaussian spot (105 μm FWHM)
onto the droplets in the center of the chamber. By using a
half-wave plate and a thin-ﬁlm polarizer, the beam energy
can be adjusted without aﬀecting the spatial beam proﬁle.
To maintain cylindrical symmetry, the laser light entering the chamber has circular polarization, produced by
employing a quarter-wave plate. The dynamics of the
expanding droplets are captured by stroboscopic shadowgraphy imaging systems [10,11,23]. These systems are
based on two broadband 560 nm wavelength (with a 12 nm
FWHM bandwidth) 5-ns-long light pulses combined with
three long-distance microscopes coupled with CCD cameras. The dye lasers provide backlighting that is rendered
both temporally and spatially incoherent to avoid imaging
artifacts. The spatial resolution of the imaging systems is
approximately 5 μm. Two microscopes are aligned ±30◦
to the Nd:YAG laser beam propagation direction, giving
two slightly tilted front-view images. A third microscope
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is aligned orthogonally to the Nd:YAG laser beam to provide side-view images. The microscopes are equipped with
band-pass ﬁlters to suppress light emitted by the plasma
induced by the laser-pulse ablation. The trigger signals
for the two dye lasers are separately produced from two
tunable delay generators, which enables us to adjust the
time interval between images captured by the two ±30◦
microscopes.
A. Sheet thickness from transparency measurement
Figure 1 presents typical shadowgraph images. The
impact of the laser pulse accelerates the droplet to a centerof-mass speed U of order 100 m/s and radially deforms it
into a thin sheet with a radius R(t) of order 100 μm on
a time scale of several microseconds. The sheet expansion is axisymmetric, enabling its description in cylindrical
coordinates (r, θ , z). Figures 1(a1.1), 1(a2.1), and 1(a3.1)
further show many small fragments created by the destabilization of ligaments that have formed on the edge of the
sheet. These ligaments and small droplets extend radially
outward in the plane of the sheet. Figures 1(a1.3), 1(a2.3),
and 1(a3.3) show corresponding side-view shadowgraph
images. These images indicate the presence of a weak curvature of the otherwise smooth liquid sheet that is thus seen
to resemble an inverted umbrella. This curvature precludes
obtaining the thickness directly from the side views. The
curvature, typically with an angle <2◦ over the majority of
the sheet, increases near the peripheral edge to <30◦ . Similar to Ref. [16], we employ an optical method based on
the transmission of light through the sheet to determine the
sheet thickness. In our method, however, we probe much
thinner sheets. The highly stretched sheet is partially transparent to the backlighting, as is shown with a digitally
enhanced contrast in Figs. 1(a1.2), 1(a2.2), and 1(a3.2).
For a sheet of material with thickness hm and complex
refractive index nm [21], the transmission T(hm ) of a beam
through the sheet as a function of thickness is given by [24]
T(hm )
=

[(1 − R)2 + 4R sin2 δ]e−2βhm
(1 − e−2βhm R)2 + 4e−2βhm R sin2 (δ + αhm )

, (1)

with the reﬂectance under normal incidence given by R =
|(n0 − nm )/(n0 + nm )|2 , where n0 is the vacuum refractive
index i.e. n0 = 1 and δ = arctan [2k0 β/(α 2 + β 2 − k02 )],
in which k0 is the wave number of the incident beam in
vacuum. The wave vector inside the material is given by
α = Re[k0 nm ] and β = Im[k0 nm ]. Taking the 30◦ frontview angle into account, the actual tin-sheet thickness
h = hm cos 30◦ . The small incident angle has a negligible
inﬂuence on the reﬂectance R.
Equation (1) allows us to estimate the tin-sheet thickness from the CCD pixel values Pij of the shadowgraph
images. The local transmission is given by Tij = (Pij −
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values for Pij , Pb,ij , and P0 are discrete and have a limited,
8-bit dynamic range. Therefore, averaging over suﬃcient
(typically 20) images is required to obtain an accurate
mean value to represent the actual smooth transmission
proﬁle. Parameter P0 characterizes a common background
oﬀset value that could originate from, e.g., dark noise
or imaging glare. This parameter is experimentally established using thick fully opaque tin sheets in an early stage
of deformation or particularly thick features within the
sheets. The values of P0 depend on the intensity of the
backlighting, the particulars of the optical alignment, and
the intensity of the plasma emission. These inﬂuences are
taken into account by individually assessing P0 for each
shadowgraph image. We apply the transparency method
for sheets with h  50 nm and obtain spatial thickness
proﬁles h(r) spanning the full range 0 ≤ r ≤ R(t).
B. Sheet thickness from hole opening speed
In Figs. 1(a1.2), 1(a2.2), and 1(a3.2), we observe ripples. These ripples are the signature of a ﬂuid-dynamic
instability that will eventually puncture the sheet and cause
the formation of holes [15,25]. On uniform sheets, these
holes open at a constant Taylor-Culick (TC) speed [22],

utc =

FIG. 1. Shadowgraph images of expanding sheets from tin
microdroplets (D0 = 32 μm) hit by a nanosecond laser pulse
with total energy E = 55 mJ. The droplet accelerates to a velocity U = 160 m/s (We = 5400). (a1.1),(a2.1),(a3.1) Front views
of liquid sheets at time delay t (laser impacts at t = 0). The
images are stretched along the horizontal axis to correct for
the 30◦ observation angle. The bright spots in the images are
from plasma emission. (a1.2),(a2.2),(a3.2) The same images with
a digitally modiﬁed contrast. (a1.3),(a2.3),(a3.3) Corresponding
side-view images indicate a weak curvature (laser impacts from
the left, propelling the droplet to the right). In (a1.1) and (a1.3),
the cylindrical coordinate system (r, θ, z) with its origin at the
center of the sheet is depicted. At later times, holes appear,
cf. (a3), (b1), and (b2). The overlay of a hole (see the main text)
is highlighted by a white box in both (b1) and (b2). The arrows
in inset (b3) indicate the receding edge of the hole.

P0 )/(Pb,ij − P0 ), where i and j are the pixel indices.
Backlighting values Pb,ij are obtained from shadowgraphs
where no droplets are present in the region of interest. The

2σ
,
ρh

(2)

which expresses a balance between surface tension and
inertia. After aligning the corresponding oblique (±30◦ )
front-view images with the centers of each pair of holes,
we determine the distance traveled by the hole boundary
[see Fig. 1(b3)]. From these distances and the time interval between the two images, we obtain the local TC speed
and from Eq. (2) the local sheet thickness. Figures 1(b1),
1(b2), and 1(b3) show typical examples of the results of
such alignment for a hole. First, an expanding sheet is captured by one camera at t = 4.8 μs [see Fig. 1(b1)]. Then,
150 ns later, the same target is recorded by the other frontview camera [see Fig. 1(b2)]. We align Figs. 1(b1) and
1(b2) with the center of this hole in Fig. 1(b3), where the
two images are overlaid as visualized using diﬀerent grayscale values. We clearly observe the increase in the size
of the hole with time. The distance traveled by the hole
boundary is determined by tracing four points deﬁned by
the intersection of an orthogonal cross with the boundary.
The local thickness is obtained for each point individually;
the radial coordinate is provided by a correction procedure
that takes into account the ﬁnite curvature close to the edge
of the sheets (cf. the side views in Fig 1), which causes
an apparent horizontal shift in the position of the hole in
the two front-view shadowgraphs. With holes appearing
nearly randomly over the sheet surface, an almost complete
thickness proﬁle h(r) can be constructed by processing sufﬁcient stroboscopic images taken at the same time delay.
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τc = ρR30 /σ are τc = 7.3 and 5.3 μs for droplet sizes
D0 = 32 and 26 μm, respectively.

80

Transmission
D0 = 32 µm
55 mJ, 3.6 µs
55 mJ, 4.0 µs
55 mJ, 4.7 µs

60
40

D0 = 26 µm
55 mJ, 3.0 µs
55 mJ, 3.7 µs
72 mJ, 3.1 µs

20
(a)

80

h (nm)

Holes appearing near the edge of the sheet cannot be used
in the TC method due to signiﬁcant nonuniformity of the
local thickness proﬁle [15]. In addition, the edge curvature
distorts the hole overlay close to the sheet circumference.
The TC method is only applicable within approximately
1 μs of the onset of hole formation τ ∗ . At later times, many
holes quickly appear and obstruct the analysis. Time τ ∗ has
previously been observed to decrease with the Weber number We = ρR0 U2 /σ as τ ∗ /τc ∼ We−1 [15]. Thus, with an
increasing Weber number, the thickness is probed by the
TC method at earlier times. Here, the Weber number is
deﬁned with the initial droplet radius R0 = D0 /2 and the
center-of-mass speed U. With the laser-pulse energy ranging from 40 to 200 mJ, U ranges from 100 to 300 m/s,
yielding We = 2000–20 000 (see the Appendix). The capillarytimes characterizing the capillary-sheet retraction
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III. RESULTS
40

A. Thickness profile
Figure 2 presents a selection of the measurement results
for the sheet thickness obtained from the two methods: (a)
transmission (with droplet sizes D0 = 32, 26 μm) and (b)
TC speed (with D0 = 32 μm). A comparison of the two
methods in the parameter range in which both methods
are applicable is presented in Fig. 2(c). Figure 2(a) shows
that after impact from a laser pulse, the droplet deforms
into a sheet with a thickness of several tens of nanometers. The proﬁles have a slender spatial gradient, where h
decreases with r. The thickness h generally decreases with
time, as becomes clear comparing the 55-mJ pulse cases
at diﬀerent time delays. These features are consistent with
the TC results presented in Fig. 2(b), where the reduction
of the thickness with time is seen by comparing the two
50-mJ cases. Laser pulses with higher energies deform the
droplet faster: to thin the droplet to the observed thickness, it takes 4.3 μs for a 50-mJ laser pulse, while a shorter
time of 2.5 μs is required to reach a similar thickness for a
more energetic pulse of 120 mJ. All cases shown present a
proﬁle that, with time, decreases both in thickness and in
radial dimension. The reduction of the sheet radius occurs
on the time scale of capillary retraction of the sheet [20].
Figure 2(a) also shows the data from the smaller droplet
size D0 = 26 μm, demonstrating that the thickness evolution is consistent with that of the larger droplet: h reduces
both in t and r and decreases faster with more energetic
laser pulses.
The comparison of the two methods presented in
Fig. 2(c) shows excellent agreement. This agreement validates our two methods of measurement. Some discrepancies appear in a small region of size approximately R0
close to the origin, where both the transmission and the TC

20
(c)

0

50

100

150
200
r (µm)

250

300

FIG. 2. The sheet thickness as a function of the radial coordinate. (a) Results from the transmission method. Data from
D0 = 32 and 26 μm droplets are depicted by solid and dashed
lines, respectively. The shaded areas following the data curves
indicate the typical systematic uncertainties obtained by varying P0 ± 3%. (b) Results from the TC method with D0 = 32 μm.
Arrows positioned on the x axis represent the sheet radius. The
uncertainty error bars are based on the standard deviation of
binned data. (c) A comparison of the two methods.

methods hint at the presence of a thicker feature. Visual
inspection of Figs. 1(a2.2) and 1(a3.2) conﬁrms the presence of such thick disklike features near the center of
the sheet bounded by a much thinner halo. The stochastic
nature of this feature leads to a locally increased standard deviation error on the binned data, e.g., as shown in
Fig. 2. These features may be caused by jetting and bursting, phenomena that could originate from laser-induced
cavitation inside the liquid [14,15,23]. The amount of
mass contained in these features is expected to be
small [15].
The dominant fraction of the data presented in Fig. 2
shows smooth thickness proﬁles h(r, t) that decrease with
both time and the radial coordinate. Under all experimental conditions and over all time ranges studied, we
observe that the sheet proﬁles share remarkably similar
shapes.
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∂ur
∂ur
+ ur
= 0.
∂t
∂r

(3)

Equation (3) suggests that a ﬂow ﬁeld ur (r, t)=r/t is established on the time scale of sheet expansion, i.e., at times
t > D0 /U ∼ 100 ns. Completing Eq. (3) by the massconservation equation for an axisymmetric sheet, one ﬁnds
the (nondimensionalized) governing equation for the sheet
expansion [17]
∂h
∂h
t
+r
+ 2h = 0,
∂t
∂r

(4)

where r =r/D0 , h =h/D0 , and t = Ut/D0 . The similarity
solution to Eq. (4) is of the form [17]
ht

2

 
r
=f
.
t

Ref. [17]
Ref. [20]
Eq. (6)

1.1
1.0
0.9
0.8
(a)

h* t*2

0.7
0.6

(5)

TC (D0 = 32 µm)
120 mJ, 2.5 µs
109 mJ, 2.6 µs
80 mJ, 3 µs
70 mJ, 3.4 µs
55 mJ, 3.9 µs
55 mJ, 4.8 µs
50 mJ, 4.3 µs
50 mJ, 5.3 µs

0.5
0.4
0.3

f (x) =

(6)

with its associated dimensional thickness proﬁle
h(r, t, U, D0 ) =

D03
.
a0 U2 t2 + a1 Utr + a2 r2

(7)

The result of the ﬁt of Eq. (6) to the full concatenated
data yields a0 = 1.65(2), a1 = 6.9(3) and a2 = −2.4(8),
with the number in brackets indicating the one-standarddeviation uncertainty. Data points within the central disk
feature (typically of size approximately R0 ), as determined
by individual inspection of the shadowgram images, are
excluded from the ﬁt.

Transmission (D0 = 32 µm)
55 mJ, 3.4 µs
55 mJ, 3.6 µs
55 mJ, 4.0 µs
73 mJ, 3.2 µs
73 mJ, 3.4 µs
80 mJ, 3.0 µs
Transmission (D0 = 26 µm)
40 mJ, 3.2 µs
40 mJ, 4.2 µs
55 mJ, 3.0 µs
55 mJ, 3.7 µs
72 mJ, 2.6 µs
72 mJ, 3.1 µs

0.7

Transmission (D0 = 32, 26 µm)
Eq. (6)

0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2 (b)
0.7

TC (D0 = 32 µm)
Eq. (6)

0.6
0.5
0.4

0.2

0.3

0.1

(a)
0.0

1
,
a0 + a1 x + a2 x2

h* t*2

Following the work by Wang et al. [17] for sheet expansion upon droplet impact on a pillar, we use a self-similar
solution to describe the sheet-thickness evolution. In this
slender-slope model, the ﬂow ur (r, t) in the expanding
sheet is assumed to be radially outward. Furthermore, the
ﬂow is considered to be inviscid (the Reynolds number is
of order 103 ) and curvature-induced radial pressure gradients are neglected. The ﬂow in the sheet is then given by
the axisymmetric Euler equation

Equation (5) predicts that all experimental data h(r, t,
U, D0 ) can be collapsed onto a universal curve given
by y = f (x) with similarity variables x = r /t , y =
h t 2 . Figure 3(a) demonstrates the collapse upon rescaling in terms of the similarity variables for the all
obtained data—which, for clarity, are subdivided into
the transmission-method results in Fig. 3(b) and the TCmethod results in Fig. 3(c). Without exception, all data
collapse onto a single master curve.
For the similarity proﬁle f in Eq. (5), several theoretical
and empirical conjectures have been proposed for droplet
impact on a solid [17,26–28]. Inspired by Wang et al. [17],
we formulate f (x) for the tin-sheet expansion upon laserpulse impact as

h* t*2

B. Model of the self-similar thickness profile

0.1

0.2

0.3
*

r /t

0.4

0.5

*

0.6

0.2 (c)
0.0
0.1

0.2

0.3
*

r /t

0.4

0.5

*

FIG. 3. (a) The sheet-thickness data represented in terms of the similarity variables r /t and h t 2 (see the main text). The transmission data from D0 = 32 and 26 μm are depicted by colored solid and dashed lines, respectively; TC data from D0 = 32 μm are
represented by scatter points. The corresponding pulse energy and time delay are indicated in the legend. The ﬁt result of Eq. (6) to the
full concatenated data range is depicted by a black solid line. Other models from Refs. [17,20] are also shown (see the legend). (b) A
plot of the transmission data only. (c) A plot of the TC data only.
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Vfragment . These ligaments and fragment droplets are clearly
visible in Fig. 1. Thus, in addition to the volume in the
sheet Vsheet , we ultimately interpret the tin distribution as
V0 = Vsheet + Vrim + Vfragment

(8)

during the sheet expansion, which we will now analyze.
In the following, given the constraints on the transmission
and TC methods, we consider only the case of mostly intact
sheets, i.e., those where no signiﬁcant hole formation has
occurred yet. Further experimental progress toward better
visibility of fragment droplets may in the future enable a
direct quantiﬁcation of the fragment volume.

(a)

0.5

D0 = 32 µm
We = 5300
We = 7500
We = 8000

0.4

V sheet/V 0

Equations (6) and (7) are of the same form as the ones
in Ref. [17] but diﬀer in the coeﬃcients of the polynomial.
Indeed, using the semiempirical coeﬃcients a1 = 23.2,
a2 = −38.4, and a cubic term a3 = 34.2 from Ref. [17],
we ﬁnd an overestimation of the thickness near the center
of the sheet and an underestimation of it closer to the edge,
as shown in Fig. 3. These discrepancies reﬂect the diﬀerent physical origins of the droplet deformation in the two
cases: in our experiments it is the laser-produced plasma
pressure that causes the deformation of the droplet into a
sheet [10,11,23], while in the experiments by Ref. [17] it
is the impact onto a solid surface. This diﬀerence aﬀects
the early-time deformation of the droplet; in particular,
near the impact center. Therefore, we use an additional
term a0 to account for the diﬀerent boundary condition
at r = 0 and obtain diﬀerent numerical values for a1 , a2 .
Furthermore, we remove the cubic term that describes
the early-time (t  D0 /U) deformation dynamics [17] and
does not impact the current late-time sheet expansion.
The collapsed experimental data for our tin droplets
are seen to be excellently reproduced by Eq. (7). Hence,
Eq. (7) provides a useful tool for predicting the thickness
proﬁle of expanding sheets for all droplet sizes and laserimpact parameters at times relevant for nanolithography,
i.e., at times t  D0 /U when signiﬁcant target expansion
has occurred.
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0.3

D0 = 26 µm
We = 3500
We = 5400
We = 8300
We = 18 000

0.2
0.1

Eq. (10)

C. Mass distribution during sheet expansion

0.0

0

1.0

1

2

3
t (µs)

4

5

(b)

0.8

Vi /V0

As shown in Fig. 2, the stretched sheet is several tens
of nanometers in thickness. This thickness is a factor of
one half to one quarter of what one would estimate from
global mass conservation by assuming a uniform sheet
of thickness h = 4R30 /[3R(t)2 ]. Additionally, at the time
scales probed in this study, the thickness and the radius of
the sheet decrease simultaneously with time (see Fig. 2).
These ﬁndings suggest that a substantial amount of tin is
removed from the sheet during its expansion.
To better understand the temporal and spatial distribution of the tin mass, we again revisit studies of droplet
impact on a pillar [16–18,20,26] or on a solid substrate
[27,29]. In these studies, the Weber number We =
ρ U2 R0 /σ is the pertinent parameter to describe the expansion dynamics. To facilitate a direct comparison with that
body of available literature, we group our data by the
Weber number hereafter, using the drop’s center-of-mass
speed U (see the Appendix).
A doughnut-shaped rim formed on the bounding edge
of the expanding sheet has been universally reported. This
rim progressively collects mass, ever increasing its volume Vrim . This rim cannot be seen separately in Fig. 1
as it has a diameter (see below) well below our resolution limit. It destabilizes due to capillary instabilities and
forms ligaments that move radially outward and break into
a ﬁne spray of droplets [15,20], which comprise a volume

V sheet
, Eq. (10)
V0

0.6

0.4

V fragment
, Eq. (12)
V0
V rim
, Eq. (11)
V0

0.2

0.0
0.0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5
t/ c

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

1.0

FIG. 4. (a) The volume ratio of the sheet to that of the initial droplet Vsheet /V0 as a function of time for droplet sizes
D0 = 32, 26 μm. The Weber numbers for the various data sets
are indicated in the legend. (b) The volume ratio Vi /V0 as a function of the nondimensional time t/τc . Equation (10) for Vsheet /V0
is represented by black solid lines in both panels. The volume
ratios Vrim /V0 from Eq. (11) and Vfragment /V0 from Eq. (12) are
depicted as blue and red lines, respectively. The vertical line
marks t/τc ≈ 0.55 (see the main text).
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1. Volume of the sheet

2. Volume of the rim and fragmentation

Figure 4(a) presents the volume ratio of the sheet to the
initial droplet Vsheet /V0 as a function of time with Weber
numbers between 3500 and 18 000. The volume Vsheet is
obtained by integrating over the transmission data in rings
contributing δVsheet = 2π rh δr. TC data are not used here,
as they do not provide a description of h(r) over the full
domain of r. Over time, the sheet continuously loses liquid: about 2 μs after the laser-pulse impact, less than half
the initial amount of tin is still in the sheet. For the smaller
droplet (D0 = 26 μm), the fraction Vsheet /V0 is smaller
than that of the larger (D0 = 32 μm) droplet at equal times.
To derive a theoretical expression for the sheet volume,
we require not only an expression for the time-dependent
sheet thickness h(r, t) but also for the sheet radius R(t). To
this end, we employ the model developed by Villermaux et
al. [20] for pillar impact, in which the sheet radius is given
by

Having experimentally concluded that the sheet contains less than half the total available mass in the time
domain investigated, we turn to a theoretical analysis of
the channels of mass loss from the sheet. As discussed
above, a bounding rim on the edge of the sheet develops during sheet expansion, which has a volume Vrim =
π 2 R(t)b2 /2, where b is the rim diameter. Recently, it
has been shown that the rim diameter b of an expanding liquid sheet that undergoes unsteady fragmentation is
universally governed by a local instantaneous Bond number Bo ≡ −R̈(t)ρb2 /σ = 1 [18]. We again refer to Eq.
(9) for the expansion radius and the associated instantaneous deceleration R̈(t) and obtain, upon substitution into
Bo = 1,

R(t) − R0 √
t
= We
R0
τc



√ 2
t 3
1−
.
τc 2



R(t)
R0



√

3 t
2 π rh(r, t)dr = 1 −
2 τc

√
3 (t/τc )3 − 4 3 (t/τc )2 + 4(t/τc ) + 4(R0 /U τc )
.
×
√
4 3 − 9 (t/τc )
(11)

(9)

This expression has previously been found to agree well
with tin-droplet expansion after laser-pulse impact [10,15].
The thickness proﬁle that corresponds to Eq. (9) is given by
f (x) = 1/(12 x) in Ref. [20], which is consistent with Eq.
(6) taking a1 = 12 and a0 = a2 = 0. This thickness proﬁle
is in quite reasonable agreement with our data, given the
fact that the model does not contain any free ﬁt parameter (see Fig. 3). Using Eq. (9) together with this thickness
proﬁle, we obtain, for the sheet volume,
Vsheet
1
=
V0
V0

Vrim
3π
=
V0
16

2
. (10)

This result shows that the sheet volume is independent of
the Weber number and, furthermore, is solely parametrized
by the nondimensional time t/τc . Note that the integration in Eq. (10) starts from r = R0 , as the original model
assumes ur = 0 at the pillar edge, with the sheet remaining
attached to the pillar while it expands [20]. To legitimize
the comparison of the experiment with this model, the
integration of the experimental data is performed over the
same interval. The omitted center region (i.e., r ∈ [0, R0 ])
may further contribute to the total volume with the disk
feature contained in it (see Sec. III 3). Taking as inputs the
values of τc (i.e., 7.3 and 5.3 μs for droplet sizes D0 = 32
and 26 μm, respectively), we ﬁnd that Eq. (10) is able to
predict the volume ratio with a high degree of accuracy
[see Fig. 4(a)]. Figure 4(b) shows the same data but now
as a function of t/τc , along with Eq. (10). All data collapse together onto the universal curve given by Eq. (10),
which demonstrates that t/τc is indeed the only relevant
parameter for describing the volume fraction of the sheet.

Since R0 /(U τc ) = We−1/2  1 for all cases studied here,
this term can be neglected. Equation (11) can thus be
approximated as a function of just t/τc , shown as the blue
line in Fig. 4(b). The Bond-number criterion can be used to
determine the rim thickness as long as the rim undergoes a
suﬃciently large acceleration of (−R̈) ∼ Rmax /τc2 ∼ U/τc
[18]. As in our experiments the rim acceleration decreases
with time, we apply Eq. (11) up to the moment at which
(−R̈) ≈ U/τc , from which we obtain, using Eq. (9), t/τc ≈
0.55. This limiting time is indicated in Fig. 4(b) by the
black vertical line.
Clearly, the relatively slow monotonic increase in Vrim
alone cannot account for the fast decrease in Vsheet . This
observation suggests that the majority of the mass is lost
through the remaining channel of fragmentation Vfragment .
We express this volume by the complementary fraction
Vfragment
Vsheet Vrim
=1−
−
,
V0
V0
V0

(12)

which is represented by a red line in Fig. 4(b). We note
that in contrast to Vsheet (t) and Vrim (t), which represent
instantaneous quantities, Vfragment (t) is a cumulative volume representing the total volume of fragments formed
up to that point in time. The models presented in Fig. 4
are valid in both expanding and contraction phases of the
laser-impacted sheet when the combined requirements of
(i) suﬃcient deformation (t > D0 /U) and (ii) suﬃcient rim
deceleration (−R̈ > U/τc ) are met.
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3. Further contributions to the tin mass distribution
Besides the contributions Vsheet , Vrim , and Vfragment , several other weaker channels of mass loss can be identiﬁed.
First, mass is lost due to plasma formation upon the
impact of the laser pulse onto the droplet. Through momentum conservation, it is this accelerated mass that sets
the droplet into motion [10]. Plasma formation may also
lead to small splashing events producing some microparticulate debris. Full radiation-hydrodynamics simulations
have, however, shown that these mass-loss channels only
contribute a few percent [11].
Second, there is the disk feature as discussed in Sec.
III A. A direct estimate of the mass contained in this feature can be obtained by considering the residue of the disk
after its complete separation from the sheet and its subsequent contraction. Side- and front-view shadowgraphs,
where available, enable a volume estimate. A ﬁrst such
investigation, even though limited by the optical resolution, indicates that the mass fraction may be as large as
10% in certain cases. The size of this contribution and its
origins thus warrant further research. Regardless, this disk
contribution is relatively minor and will not aﬀect the main
conclusions of our studies.
IV. CONCLUSION
We experimentally study the morphology of a radially
expanding sheet of liquid tin formed upon nanosecondpulse laser impact on a spherical microdroplet under conditions relevant for EUV lithography. The thickness proﬁle
of the several-tens-of-nanometers-thick tin sheet and its
time evolution is captured over a range of Nd:YAG laserpulse energies and two droplet diameters, D0 = 26 μm and
D0 = 32 μm, by employing two complementary methods.
First, the transmissivity of the stretching liquid-metal sheet
is recorded and used to determine the local thickness. Second, the Taylor-Culick opening speeds of spontaneously
formed holes in the stretching sheet are experimentally
determined, which allows us to obtain the thickness proﬁle through an independent method. The two methods are
shown to be in excellent agreement.
We show that all the sheet thicknesses measured collapse onto a single curve that is well described by the
similarity solution proposed in Ref. [17]. Spatial integration of the thickness proﬁles obtained experimentally
provides the volume of the sheet. Remarkably, less than
half of the initial droplet volume remains in the sheet under
conditions relevant for nanolithography.
Our further theoretical analysis indicates that the dominant fraction of the mass lost from the sheet during its
expansion ends up as fragmented droplets. This fragment
debris may lead to coating of nearby optic elements and
hence may reduce the lifetime of industrial apparatus. To
minimize the amount of fragment debris, it is best that
the main laser pulse that creates the plasma-emitting EUV

PHYS. REV. APPLIED 13, 024035 (2020)
light follows the prepulse with the smallest possible time
delay. To enable the tin sheet to attain a suﬃcient size at
this short time delay, an energetic prepulse is required to
give it the required high expansion speed. These changes
would enable optimization of the amount of tin contained
in the sheet while minimizing the volume contributing to
microparticulate debris in industrial sources of EUV light.
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APPENDIX: SCALING OF THE WEBER NUMBER
WITH PULSE ENERGY
The dynamics of droplet propulsion by laser-pulse
impact have been detailed in Refs. [10,11]. In these works,
0.6
a scaling law of U ∼ Eod
has been proposed that relates
the center-of-mass speed U to the energy on the droplet,
Eod , deﬁned as the fraction of the incident pulse energy E
that impinges onto the droplet. The Weber number We =
1.2
ρU2 R0 /σ should then follow We ∼ Eod
. Figure 5 presents
the scaling of the Weber number with the energy on the
droplet for three diﬀerent droplet sizes. It is shown that
the data are indeed in excellent agreement with the scaling law. Furthermore, the prefactors are consistent with the
observations in Ref. [11], where the prefactor is predicted
to be proportional to R−2.2
. Accordingly, the Weber num0
bers from diﬀerent droplet sizes should follow the same
trend when they are appropriately scaled as


D0
We = We
45 μm

3.4
,

(A1)

taking the droplet size in Ref. [11] (D0 = 45 μm) as a reference and also the prefactor from Ref. [11]. The inset
in Fig. 5 shows that data from diﬀerent droplet sizes collapse perfectly onto a single curve. These results enable
the direct prediction of the Weber number from the laserpulse energy impacting on the droplet over a wide range of
experimental parameters.
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FIG. 5. A double-logarithmic plot of the Weber number We as
a function of the energy on the droplet Eod for the two studied
1.2
droplet sizes. Individual ﬁt results of the scaling law We ∼ Eod
for diﬀerent droplet sizes are shown as black lines. Data reproduced from Ref. [11] for a larger droplet diameter (D0 = 45 μm)
but for a similar beam size (100 μm FWHM) are also depicted,
including the original scaling law. The inset shows the rescaled
Weber number We as a function of Eod . The scaling law We ∼
1.2
, with its prefactor taken from Ref. [11], is shown by a black
Eod
line (see the main text).
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